Senior Project Engineer – working worldwide
UK / Eire base
Embedded with an international client (famous high-tech leader) * Tier one projects in IP
security, access control and CCTV * Lenel / Genetec / C-Cure * See the world!

Here’s to Evolution!
We were founded in 1996 and true to our name we've been embracing the latest IP security
technologies ever since – to deliver truly great solutions to a loyal and ever-growing client
base.
Today Evolution’s one of the industry’s largest independent security integrators and
operates worldwide. Most of our work concerns large, sophisticated, often international
systems integration, for clients across government, infrastructure, industry and commerce.
You’ll find our installations protecting some of the world’s most sensitive and mission
critical sites, utilising Lenel, C-Cure, Genetec and other defining technologies. We’ve close
partnerships with the leading manufacturers and a solid international supplier network.
We’re still owned and run by the people who started the company. They’re as driven as ever
to reinvest in the business; something that’s evident in everything we do, from our
sustained R&D record to our newly developed training academy.
If you’re ready for your next move within the industry, do please give us a call.

The role
You’ll be embedded with a well-known international high technology company (a great
name to drop at dinner parties if it weren’t for your innate discretion).
Here are the key features: •
•
•
•
•
•

Plan and manage the installation / commissioning of IP, PC-based integrated access
control and CCTV systems;
Run generally one project at a time, working on-site anywhere in EMEA;
Project duration from 4 weeks to 12 months (with frequent trips back to base);
Act as technical advisor to site management and installation / commissioning teams
as required;
Installation and commissioning responsibilities of enterprise level security systems in
line with project requirements.
Work with manufacturers, suppliers, and colleagues to make sure project milestones
are met.
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•
•
•
•

Strong technical and operational background in IP security system integration,
working on medium or large-scale projects.
Able to work effectively with clients and partners to get things done;
Familiar with or willing to train in Lenel, Genetec and C-Cure systems;
Clearly willing to travel extensively with the job.

Location, benefits etc.
Given the nature of the role, we’re happy for you to be based anywhere in the UK or Eire.
There’ll be a requirement to visit our headquarters in Buckinghamshire from time to time.
This is a newly created role within the company and one that offers excellent long-term
career advancement and rewards. A competitive salary will reflect the responsibilities in full
and a large benefits package is included.

For further information
If you would like to explore the opportunity further, please contact Paul Gooding, on
07584636052 or paul.gooding@evolutionsecurity.com
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